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Re-Cap of ECMC's 55th Annual Holiday Party & Gift Drive (Michael M) 

 

The 55th Empire City Annual Christmas party and Toy Drive was held 

Saturday, December 8th. The Toy Drive to benefit New Horizons, Empire 

City's long-time charity. 

 

Plenty of toys and gift cards were collected. Clubs from as far away as 

Rochester, NY attended. 

 

As always, Rising Ground (Leake & Watts) expressed great joy from all the 

generosity of Empire City MC and our guests while Joe M, Aaron G, K.K. and 

Isaac prepared light fare for everyone throughout the event.  Jack D played 

game show host with our door prizes for the third time to the delight of our 

many winners! 

 

2018, A year in Review (Mark W)  

 

2018 was another full year of events, rides and brotherhood.  We started with a new round 

of officers, some on the Executive Board for years and some Newbies.  Our prospect, Erik 

R. became a full member last month and is a welcome addition to our Brotherhood. I, 

myself, am in the club for 43½ years, 35 of which I've served on the E-Board.  We have 

several annual events and this year was no exception.  We start with an Installation of New 

Officers - a dinner and then manage our way through the winter with some indoor events 

like the Motorcycle Show at the Javits Centre.  Our Biker's Blessing and Christening, which I 

officiate, starts out our riding season, punctuated by the Biker's Picnic this year at our 

Brother Eddie M's in Pennsylvania.  We also had our infamous Biker's weekend in the 

Rochester, NY area and then the Pride Ride down 5th Ave.  Summer rides, weather 

permitting, are potentially numerous and range from "Hogs for Hope" to Fall Foliage.  We 

end this year with our 55th Annual Holiday Party and Gift Drive to benefit Rising Ground 

Children's Services. 

 

How to Break the Loop of Our Destructive Patterns 

 

Nicole Krauss’s Beautiful Letter to Van Gogh on Fear, 

Bravery, and How to Break the Loop of Our Destructive 

Patterns 

 

“Feeling helpless and confused in the face of random, 

unpatterned events, we seek to order them and, in so 

doing, gain a sense of control over them,” the great 

psychiatrist Irvin D. Yalom wrote in his magnificent 

meditation on uncertainty and our search for meaning. 

But as our terror of losing control compels us to grasp 

for order and certainty, we all too often end up creating 

patterns that ultimately don’t serve us, then repeat 

those patterns under the illusion of control. These 

patterns of belief — about who we are, about who others are, about how the world works — come to shape our behaviour, 

which in turn shapes our reality, creating a loop that calls to mind physicist David Bohm’s enduring wisdom: “Reality is what we 

take to be true. What we take to be true is what we believe… What we believe determines what we take to be true.” 

 



To keep repeating a baleful pattern without recognizing that we are caught in its loop is one of life’s greatest tragedies; to 

recognize it but feel helpless in breaking it is one of our greatest trials; to transcend the fear of uncertainty, which undergirds all 

such patterns of belief and behaviour, is a supreme triumph. 

 

That triumphant transcendence of the pattern is what novelist Nicole Krauss explores in an exquisite response to Vincent van 

Gogh’s 1884 letter to his brother about fear and risk-taking. Her piece is part of an exhibition by the Van Gogh Museum in 

Amsterdam, in which twenty-three contemporary artists and writers respond to the letters of Van Gogh in paintings, sculptures, 

letters, poems, photographs, and videos.  Krauss writes: 

 

Dear Vincent, 
 
You write about fear: Fear of the blank canvas, but also, on a larger scale, of the “infinitely meaningless, discouraging blank side” 
that life itself always turns toward us, and which can only be countered when a person “steps in and does something,” when he 
“breaks” or “violates.” 
 
It’s extraordinary that I should have been given your letter now, because it is exactly that act of breaking that has been on my 
mind this last year, and which I feel has everything to do with how I want to make art, and how I want to live. 
 
It’s a strange thing about the human mind that, despite its capacity and its abundant freedom, its default is to function in a 
repeating pattern. It watches the moon and the planets, the days and seasons, the cycle of life and death all going around in an 
endless loop, and unconsciously, believing itself to be nature, the mind echoes these cycles. Its thoughts go in loops, repeating 
patterns established so long ago we often can’t remember their origin, or why they ever made sense to us. And even when these 
loops fail over and over again to bring us to a desirable place, even while they entrap us, and make us feel anciently tired of 
ourselves, and we sense that sticking to their well-worn path means we’ll miss contact with the truth every single time, we still 
find it nearly impossible to resist them. We call these patterns of thought our “nature” and resign ourselves to being governed by 
them as if they are the result of a force outside of us, the way that the seas are governed — rather absurdly, when one thinks about 
it — by a distant and otherwise irrelevant moon. 
 
And yet it is unquestionably within our power to break the loop; to “violate” what presents itself as our nature by choosing to think 
— and to see, and act — in a different way. It may require enormous effort and focus. And yet for the most part it isn’t laziness that 
stops us from breaking these loops, it’s fear. In a sense, one could say that fear is the otherwise irrelevant moon that we allow to 
govern the far larger nature of our minds. 
 
And so before we can arrive at the act of breaking, we first have to confront our fear. The fear that the blank canvas and the blank 
side of life reflects back to us, which is so paralyzing, as you put it, and seems to tell us that we can’t do anything.” It’s an abstract 
fear, though it finds a way to take on endless shapes. Today it may be the fear of failure, but tomorrow it will be the fear of what 
others will think of us, and at a different time it will be fear of discovering that the worst things we suspect about ourselves are 
true. My lover says that the fear, which seems always to be there when one wakes up in the morning, and which he feels in the 
hollow between his ribs (above his stomach and below his heart) comes from the “other world,” a phrase that always brings tears 
to his eyes, and by which he means the awareness of our finitude, our lack of the infinite and eternal. I think he’s right, but I would 
also add to that that fear, being anticipatory, is always without knowledge. It is a mental calculation based on the future unknown. 
And yet the experience of fear is the experience of being in the grip of a sensation that seems to possess an unassailable 
conviction in itself. To be afraid that the plane will crash is, in a sense, to assume that the plane will crash. And yet even if we 
could scrape away the many forms our fear takes and get to the underlying source-our mortality, our division from the infinite — 
we would still discover that our fear is not based on actual knowledge, unlike the part of us that chooses to be free. Bravery is 
always more intelligent than fear, since it is built on the foundation of what one knows about oneself: the knowledge of one’s 
strength and capacity, of one’s passion. You implied as much in your letter: “However meaningless and vain, however dead life 
appears to be, the man of faith, of energy, of warmth, and who knows something, doesn’t let himself be fobbed off like that,” you 
wrote. “He steps in and does something, and hangs on to that, in short, breaks, “violates.” 
 
And so we find ourselves, once again, in front of the blank canvas. The blank canvas, which reflects both our fear and our 
opportunity to break it. In Jewish mysticism, the empty space — the Chalal Panui, in Hebrew — has tremendous importance, 
because it was the necessary pre-condition for God’s creation of the world. How did the Ein Sof — the being without end, as God is 
called in Kabbalah — create something finite within what is already infinite? And how can we explain the paradox of God’s 
simultaneous presence and absence in the world? And the answer to this, according to the Kabbalah, is that when it arose in 
God’s will to create the world, He first had to withdraw Himself, leaving a void. To create the world, God first had to create an 
empty space. 
 
And so we might say: The first act of creation is not a mark, it is the nullification of the infinity that exists before the first mark. To 
make a mark is to remember that we are finite. It is to break, or violate, the illusion that we are nature that goes around in a loop 
forever. But it is also a confirmation of our knowledge and freedom, which is all we have in this world. 
 
Sincerely, 
Nicole Krauss 

 

 



Road Trip – Nicholson, PA & Black & Blue Ball 

 

This past September 15 to 18, members of Empire City MC 

attended the 2nd annual Black and Blue Ball. It was held at Camp 

Oneida, New Milford, PA. 

 

Friday night, there was an open house at TP Rick's dungeon. 

 

Saturday, several members rode to Nicholson, PA to view 

the Tunkhannock Viaduct, commonly called the Nicholson 

Bridge 

 

Saturday night, the Ball was held at 77 Sunset Strip at Camp 

Oneida. Hors d'oeuvres, open bar, and dancing to the music of DJ Mike occurred.  The event was hosted by Evil Ed, Michael M, 

the three other permanent site members and Traci.  The party continued at the Disco into the wee hours of the morning. 

 

 

It’s time to winterise your motorcycle! 

 

The three steps outlined below stand out as the crucial steps 

that ALL riders that live in climates that require 

winterization must take to avoid bike damage! 

 

1). Fuel Prep: For a variety of reasons, leaving un-treated 

gasoline in a motorcycle tank over the winter is a bad idea. 

Gas tanks can rust & the gas can breakdown and “gum up” 

your fuel system.  Not only is that going to be a costly repair 

but it will be difficult to get your bike serviced in the 

spring when the repair shops are swamped. So, treat your 

gas tank with a fuel stabilizer (follow their instructions) and 

ensure the tank is full to the brim to keep rust from forming 

in the tank! 

 

2). Tire Prep: Motorcycle tires sitting on a cold surface all 

winter can lead to “flat spots” and tire rot due to moisture 

exchange. Tires are not cheap and getting an appointment at a repair shop in the spring often comes with long wait times. So, get 

your tires off the ground ideally with a centre stand or at a minimum run the tires up on sheet of plywood or carpet and don’t 

forget to change the tire position every other week or so to avoid “flat spots.” 

 

3). Battery Prep: Untreated batteries are likely to fail over a long winter (or have their service life seriously reduced) so help your 

battery last as long as possible by connecting a battery tender” or periodically topping off the battery with a charger (at least 

every 2-3 weeks). 

 

x 
HAPPY CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR 

from all the brothers of 

Empire City MC 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Wed 5th January 2019 20:00 – 21:00: Empire City MC's Open General Meeting, held 8pm-9pm on the first Wednesday of each 

month at "The Centre" 208 W 13th St, New York, NY 10011. All interested men and prospective members are welcome to attend. 

Always check with the front desk/schedule to see which room we're booked into.  (Election of new officers) 

 

 

 

HAPPY NEW YEAR 

.   2019!  . 
 

 

 

 

Thu 17th – Sun 20th January: EVENT: Centaur MC’s Mid-Atlantic Leather Contest in Washington, DC 

 

TBD: EVENT: Empire City MC’s Installation Dinner 

 

Wed 6th February 20:00 – 21:00: Empire City MC's Open General Meeting, held 8pm-9pm on the first Wednesday of each month 

at "The Centre" 208 W 13th St, New York, NY 10011. All interested men and prospective members are welcome to attend. Always 

check with the front desk/schedule to see which room we're booked into. 

 

Fri 24th – Mon 27th May: RIDE: Empire City’s 8th Annual Motorcycle Weekend in the fingerlakes! 

 

Fri 21st June 18:00-21:00: EVENT: ECMC’s 55th Annual Bike Blessing at Ty’s Bar 

 

Sat 22nd June 09:00-17:00: RIDE: ECMC’s 55th Annual *FREE* Biker Picnic (Admission by motorcycle only!) 

 

Sun 23rd June 18:00-21:00: EVENT: Folsom Street East, 22nd Anniversary 

 

Fri 16th – Mon 19th August: RIDE: Montréal Gay Pride Weekend! 

 

Sat 7th – Sun 15th September: RIDE: Empire City’s Week-Long Anniversary Ride!  (Tentative dates!) 

 

Fri 11th – Mon 14th October: EVENT: Empire City MC’s 55th Anniversary In-Town Run and Dinner Cruise! 

 

 

… and much more coming! 

 

 

 

REMEMBER: There are plenty of other events and rides added to our official calendar on a regular basis, especially day rides! 

Bookmark our official calendar at calendar.EmpireCityMC.com and come along with us on some great rides! 

 

Our physical mailing address is: 

X  

Empire City MC 

10 W 15th St, Suite 609 

New York, NY 10011-6821 

X  

Empire City MC is a proud member of the Atlantic Motorcycle 

Coordinating Council. For more information about membership 

with Empire City MC, click here to view/download our 

constitution, bylaws and membership application. 

 

We’re on facebook at http://facebook.EmpireCityMC.com Send any articles, photos or letters to the editor at news@EmpireCityMC.com  
All material copyright ©MMXVIII Empire City MC, Inc., All rights reserved 


